disillusioned concerning his highly decorated eclecticism, the Palace of
Soviets: 'Never mind, Mr. Wright, it will improve as we go along. We are
studying it continually.' And I saw proofs of that statement in Yofan's
studio (Napoleon's old residence in Moscow by the Kremlin wall).
Who could help loving such liberal, great-hearted, imaginative fellows?
What colleague would not do anything he could do under heaven to help
them? The result might be help/rom them. Said they to me: 'Have faith
in our people. We Russians are by nature artists. We love the beautiful.
Our sense of life is deep and rhythmic. We will create a new Russia. You
will see.'
I believe I do see in their efforts a new organic Russia slowly entering
into their buildings 'through closed doors'. And I see no necessity for
Russia to die that the Soviet Union may live.
If Comrade Stalin, as disconcerted outsiders are saying, is betraying the
revolution, then, in the light of what I have seen in Moscow, I say he is
betraying it into the hands of the Russian people.
In Moscow the architects enjoy a large old palace complete, as their
Academy. There you find a gallery and supper rooms on the top floor.
Libraries, studios, and collections below. Just before leaving Moscow we
joined some of the architects I have named for retreat and recreation at
their Sukhanov, a four-hundred-acre park, thirty miles from Moscow,
where another old palace stands. There, their own herds and flocks around
them, they are putting up new buildings. All stand in a beautiful forest
with fine vistas of beautiful countryside. To this wooded retreat whenever
they will, they may and do go with their families and friends for recrea-
tion. The architects are about to build small studios for preliminary study
arid shops for technical experiments.
There seems to be none but friendly rivalry among them. Why should
there be other than willing cooperation? Worldly rewards cannot benefit
them* They are economically independent for life and so are their loved
ones. One man's success hurts no one else but is a stepping stone for his
fellows. The sting has been taken out of competition. There is no humilia-
tion in today's defeat because failure today may be retrieved by tomor-
row's triumph. The road is open. And their 'tomorrow' is today in the
sense that Eternity is Now. You will feel it so when you talk to them.
Good fellowship at Sukhanov, as Olgivanna, my good interpreter, and I
found, is an unforgettable human experience. Have you ever known
Russian hospitality? No? Well, then, be an architect and go to visit Russian
architects. They will take you to Sukhanov.
Being a farmer myself as well as an architect, I visited a collective dairy
farm* The farmers were at their work in the fields and barns, all sharing
according to their contributions. They milk three times a day—at sun-
rise, at ten o'clock, and at sunset. All live together in a village like the
farm village of the old order except that aow there is the crfeche filled with
babies cared for while their mothers are at work. The babies are nursed
by their own mothers. Nearby is a kindergarten, along modern lines. Both
crfeche and kindergarten are maintained by the Soviet itself. The kolkhoz
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